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Giving all citizens a voice:







Please prioritize the following goals:

1. Preserve small town values 
and sense of community.

2. Perpetuate sustainable growth 
for jobs and business.

3. Growth in the future will be 
environmentally sensitive.

4. Neighborhoods will be diverse, 
save and secure.

5. Neighborhoods will have 
convenient access to services 
and amenities.

6. Rifle is a regional center for 
commerce and culture.

7. Rifle will offer recreational 
activities and facilities for all 
ages and incomes.

Your first choice will be weighted 3, your second 2 and your third 1, 

You will only be allowed to vote for each item once
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Average density of housing placed West of the By-Pass:

Which of the following 3 outcomes is Best for Berthoud?

Table 9: 4.6 du/acre
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The Chip Game Session:



Chip Game Parts:

Game board:

Objectives: (Where/What)

Constraints: (Land Sensitivity)

Opportunities:

Grid: (Size)

Chips: (Jobs / Houses/OS/Roads)

Rules:

Conclusions: Consensus Plan

Objectives:  How Much / Where / What 

Character / Open Space / Major Roads/ 

Centers / Trails Connections / Worst 

Thing! / 

Rules:

Chip Set: ‘Choices’



Frederick Growth Challenge ‘Game Board’



Chip Game Parts’



1. Introduction

The Growth Challenge is an opportunity for you, a person 

interested in the future of Frederick, to create a growth 

scenario that creates a “blueprint” for the future growth 

of the Community.  Your growth scenario and other’s 

will be used to create the Future Land Use Map 

included in the Comprehensive Plan.  There are 

several questions to ask yourself as you prepare your 

growth scenario including: 

Where should new growth be located?

How much growth do you feel comfortable with?

What character and density should future growth achieve?

Where should jobs be located and what form should they 

take?

The growth Frederick has experienced over the last 5 years 

suggests that much of the undeveloped lands will be 

occupied within the next 25 years.

Game pieces (Chips) are provided for each game in an 

unlimited supply – use as many chips as you desire.

2. Game Pieces- Each Chip reflect 10 acres of land (grid)

Growth Challenge Chip Set – Dwelling Units 

and Job by Chip Type:

3. Rules/Process

Discuss what you think about each of the principles and 

review the diagram example in the Gazette as an 

indication of what you have said is wanted.  Place as 

many chips as you desire on any grid cell. Focus on 

un-built and unplanned areas, as these are the areas 

that are most likely to be affected by this Plan. 

Place desired stickers on the board and get agreement 

about their placement from entire team.

No stickers may overlap one another.

Individual stickers can be cut into 1/2s and 1/4s and placed 

onto the game board.

No Bad Ideas!



4. Evaluation of Growth Challenge Scenarios

Public input concerning this Comprehensive Plan has suggested that the following principles reflect what 

citizens believe to be ‘good growth’.  Teams whose plans comply with these objectives will be rewarded 

with ‘Award Stickers’.  This will be a judgment made at the end of the ‘Growth Challenge Exercise’.






